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 DESIGN CHALLENGE 1, PART 1 

 AN ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT: A SYSTEM 

 This diagram depicts an electronic circuit and the direction of the current flow. In any 
working electronic circuit, it ’ s important to have an unbroken path or loop, which makes 
the circuit capable of carrying an electric current to power the load (in this case, the 
LED). Notice the direction of the current flow and the positive and negative orientations 
of the battery and LED. It might be helpful to say out loud  “ positive to positive and 
negative to negative ”  to help you remember the orientation of the components needed 
in a working circuit.        

3V
+ –

+ –

3V

CURRENT FLOW

positive side
“high”
power

negative side
”low”

ground
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 DESIGN CHALLENGE 1, PART 2 

 HOW DO I USE A MULTIMETER? 

 The multimeter tool is used to test and measure multiple characteristics of electronics 
(hence,  multi  and  meter ). Testing for continuity determines if an electrical path can be 
established between two points. This is handy when you want to check if your connec-
tions are secure in a circuit, or when you want to test various materials to see if a current 
can pass through them.    
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 USING A MULTIMETER IN CONTINUITY MODE                   

          

  Step 1: Turn Your Project Off  

 You can only test continuity when the device you ’ re testing is not powered. Continuity works by 
poking a little voltage into the circuit and seeing how much current flows — the test is safe for your 
device, but if there is already voltage in the circuit, you ’ ll get an incorrect reading, so always turn 
it off before you begin. 

  Step 2: Plug in Your Test Leads  

 Plug the black probe into COM and the red probe into mAV Ω . 

  

  

  Step 3: Configure Your Testing Mode  

 Turn the multimeter dial to the symbol depicted here with propagation 
waves around it (like sound coming from a speaker). (Note that this is 
not a universal symbol, and your multimeter may have a different symbol 
or settings.) 

  
  

  Step 4: Test Your Multimeter  

 Touch the tips of the probes together to ensure that your multimeter 
works. The display should change to a three-digit number (its displaying 
resistance), and it should emit a beep. 
  A beep  means that power is flowing freely between the probes. 
  If there is no beep , resistance in the line is keeping the current from 
reaching the other side. 

  
 

 

  Step 5: Test a Component, Circuit, or Object for 
Continuity  

 Squeeze the probes with a little pressure against some objects — pencils, 
paper clips, glass, rubber bouncy balls,  anything!  Materials with low 
resistance (causing the multimeter to beep) are conductive. 
 Continuity is nondirectional, so it doesn ’ t matter which probe you use on 
which end of the object that you ’ re testing. 
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 DESIGN CHALLENGE 2, PART 2 

 SAMPLE E-TEXTILE CUFF CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 

 This diagram depicts a sample e-textile circuit layout with a clasp that operates like a 
switch for the cuff. When the cuff is affixed to the wrist, the circuit closes and lights 
the LEDs.    

front

back

3V

+++

+

+

+

––

–
–

–

+

9”x 2” felt (cut to fit wrist + overlap)
Note: Two layers of felt are recommended for a sturdier cuff.

 1. Choose one or two pieces of felt for your cuff. Customize them by cutting out shapes 
in the fabric, making a cool border, or designing it with fabric markers. 

 2. Lay out the components in your e-Textile Cuff Kit (LilyPad LEDs, 3V battery and 
holder, and switch materials) on your design. Which components should be on the 
front of the cuff, and which should be hidden on the back? 

 3. Get ready to sew! Thread a needle with conductive thread and knot the ends of 
the thread together. Use nail polish or fabric glue on the knot before sewing. 
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 4. Create end knots on the opposite side of the LilyPad parts and then secure clear 
nail polish, fabric glue, or low-temperature hot glue to hold the knots. 

 5. Sew down each component and stitch the connections between them. Stitch 
through each component  three times  to create solid connections with the conduc-
tive thread. You also need to knot and cut the thread when you get to the end of 
one of the stitching lines (avoiding long tails). 

 6. When your components and connections are sewn, test the circuit on your wrist 
to see if it works! Consult the  Stitching Tips Guide  if your LEDs don ’ t light up or 
if you run into trouble along the way.   
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 DESIGN CHALLENGE 3, PART 1      
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 DESIGN CHALLENGE 3, PART 2        
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 DESIGN CHALLENGE 3, PART 2        
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 Append ix  C 
 S O F T  C I R C U I T S  F O R M A L  A S S E S S M E N T S 

 Name: ______________________________    Date: ______________________________ 

 You will need to reference the following components to answer some of these 
questions.            

 3V battery in holder  Switch  LED  9V battery in holder 

 1. Use one 3V battery in a battery holder, one switch, and one LED to draw a  working 
circuit.   Note:  Draw the components that you see above, or write their names in a 
box within your circuits — whatever method is easiest for you. Don ’ t forget to draw 
the connections between the components and mark the positive and negative ends! 
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 2. Use one 9V battery in a battery holder, one switch, and three LEDs to draw a  series 
circuit.   Note:  Draw the components you see above, or write their names in a box 
within your circuits — whatever method is easiest for you. Don ’ t forget to draw the 
connections between the components and mark the positive and negative ends! 

 3. Use one 3V battery in a battery holder, one switch, and three LEDs to draw a 
 parallel circuit.   Note:  Draw the components you see above, or write their names 
in a box within your circuits — whatever method is easiest for you. Don ’ t forget 
to draw the connections between the components and mark the positive and 
negative ends! 

 4. Use one 9V battery in a battery holder, one switch, and two LEDs to make a  broken 
circuit  (i.e., one that will not work.)  Note:  Draw the components you see above, or 
write their names in a box within your circuits — whatever method is easiest for 
you. Don ’ t forget to draw the connections between the components and mark the 
positive and negative ends! 
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 5. What is the relationship between the following three things? You can explain your 
answer in words or pictures. 
 (a) studying, (b) grades, and (c) interest in the subject matter 
 Based on your answer, what do you think would happen to your studying effort 
and grades if your interest in the subject matter went  down?  

 6. David has not been doing well in school this year, and many of the students in 
David ’ s class make fun of him. This makes David act out, often getting into fights. 
As a result, he has gotten suspended several times. Being suspended keeps him 
out of class and causes his grades to drop even further. 

 What is the best way for David to improve his grades? (Circle one choice.) 

 (a) Get David a tutor. 

 (b) Tell the other students to stop teasing David. 

 (c) Continue to punish David. 

 (d) Do nothing. The situation will eventually clear up on its own. 

 Why do you think your answer will work? 
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 7. What is the relationship between the amount of grass that is growing in a field, the 
number of rabbits that live in the area (rabbits eat grass), and the number of wolves 
in the area (wolves eat rabbits)? Explain your answer in either words or pictures. 

 If someone decided to kill all the wolves, what would happen to the rabbits and 
the grass? 

 8. There ’ s a rumor spreading around school that Jamie has a crush on Frankie. Jamie 
is very upset about this. Jamie ’ s friend told her not to worry because by tomorrow, 
everyone will be talking about something else. She explained that rumors spread 
quickly because they ’ re interesting and because it ’ s fun to tell  “ secrets. ”  However, 
once everyone knows, rumors just aren ’ t interesting anymore because they ’ re no 
longer secret. 

 How does this explain why Jamie shouldn ’ t worry? 
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SYSTEMS 
THINKING 
CONCEPT 
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SOFT
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 01. 

 IDENTIFYING A SYSTEM

Identifying a system and distinguishing it 
-

of two or more components and processes 
that interconnect to function

parts and thus are “greater than the sum” 

part but is produced by the interaction 

agents within it.  A key way to differentiate 
things that are systems from things that ar-

you remove one part of it.

 02.

 IDENTIFY THE WAY A 

 SYSTEM IS FUNCTIONING

The function of a system describes the over-

-

the dynamics that occur among compo-

 03. 

 DISTINGUISHING THE GOAL 

 OF A SYSTEM

to do. Sometimes this might be the same as 
the functioning of the system… other times 

function

-

 04. 

 IDENTIFYING COMPONENTS

Identifying the parts of a system that con-
tribute to its functioning. Components have 

behaviors that 
determine how they interconnect with other 

-

functioning and how it might be changed.

 05. 

behaviors that a component of a system 

-

using them as game cards for a  

Jeopardy! nd 
so on).
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 06. 

Identifying the different ways that a 
components

with each other through their behaviors

behaviors of other components.  

 07. 

works. Dynamics in a system are often 

gives insights into the mechanisms and re-

changes.

 08. 

components 

insight into the behavior of a component. 

dynamics 
and functioning

-
aged to create systemic changes.       

 09.

story--we can use these representations to 
communicate about how things work.  At 

both the creator and the “reader” or “au-

how those components work together to 

 10. 

-
namics that occur between components 

-

sign indicates an increase in that amount 

sign indicates a decrease in the amount 
of a component in a system. There are 

but the most important thing about a good 

 11. 

-

 
and .
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 17. 

run out at a certain point. Keeping in mind 

make decisions about how best to maxi-
mize resources.

 16. 

 STOCKS & FLOWS

system change either through increasing or 
decreasing (money comes in and out of a 

and purchases. Fish come in and out of 

-
ment” of systems. Understanding Stocks 

how different parts of the system change 
over time.  

 15. 

-

or preventing certain processes from hap-

 14. 

positive outcome in terms the perceived 

mind is that the same thing might be a virtu-

 13.

negative outcome in terms of the perceived 

mind is that the same thing might be a 

-

 12.

-
ponents of a system cause each other to 

encourage a system to reproduce certain 

There are two types of reinforcing feed-
 and “virtu-

.
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 20.

 DESIGNING A SYSTEM 

Creating a system through engaging in an 

-
ing and testing. One of the most effective 

creates opportunities for students to think 

 19. 

-

-

 18. 

 NESTED SYSTEMS

behaves. Having a sense of nested systems 

pictures.

 23. 

 UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES

in a system that the actor taking that 

Unintended Consequences are often the 
 or someone aiming 

 in a system but not 

time horizons. Having a good sense of 

 22. 

changes in everything. Leverage points 

-

sometimes changing one thing in a system 

throughout the system. Leverage points are 

focus our energies when we try to change 
systems. 

 21. 

 FIXES THAT FAIL

-
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 27. 

 TIME DELAYS

system and the evidence of its effects. For 

and the appearance of a fruit-bearing tree. 

 28. 

at something in order to understand it. For 

and miss the effects of actions taken far 
into the past. 

 26. 

-

-

-
ments are set up in a system which give rise 

-
standing of how a system operates. 

 25. 

 LOOKING AT A SYSTEM 

-

these perspectives when engaging in action 

 24. 

 MODELS SHAPE ACTION IN A SYSTEM

often correct about what components are 

behavior.

SYSTEMS 
THINKING 
CONCEPT
CARDS:
SOFT 
CIRCUITS
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UNDERSTANDING  
SYSTEMS:
DIGITAL DESIGN FOR  
A COMPLEX WORLD

This deck contains 5 different  
categories of challenges from 
which to pick:

 CATEGORIES

MINI-CHALLENGES 

 
will get your brain working and 
test your knowledge of circuits 
and components.

HACK IT!

by hacking them apart and using 
the components inside for your 

EXPLORE COMPONENTS
Components are the building 

 

get far! These challenges look 
more closely at the components 

SCIENCE (FICTIONAL) DEVICES
Time to use your imagination! The  

 
engineer. Design the world of  
tomorrow today!

MICROCONTROLLER CHALLENGES
 

controller that will allow you to use  
sensors and switches to create 

also need a computer to do some 
programming.

Soft Circuits challenge cards offer a series 

found materials. The cards in this deck 

combine circuitry and physical materials to 
create many different kinds of open-ended 

to hardcore and come with some hints to 
help get things started. All can be modi-

your imagination run wild!

 LEVELS

 WHERE TO GO FOR MATERIALS

EASY
MEDIUM
HARD
HARDCORE

Radio Shack
radioshack.com

SparkFun
sparkfun.com 

Jameco
jameco.com

Adafruit LED tutorial:  
http://tinyurl.com/7ssqzgv  

Lessons in Electric Circuits:  
http://tinyurl.com/3bvvjs

OVERVIEW

SOFT
CIRCUITS
CHALLENGE  
CARDS 

SOFT CIRCUITS CHALLENGE CARDS
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TIPS 02
BOOKMARK 
LIGHT
 LEVEL 

MEDIUM

 CATEGORY

MINI-CHALLENGES

Create an LED book light that 
doubles as a bookmark when 

 EXPLANATION

The light will only shine when 
the bookmark is “closed.” When 

 HINTS 

Be careful not cross thread from the pos-
itive and negative sides of the battery as 
you sew the circuit into the bookmark.

 COMPONENTS 

3V battery, felt and fabric, conductive 
thread, Lilypad LED

 SYSTEMS THINKING SPOTLIGHT 

 
 

or goal

PINCUSHION 
BREADBOARD
 LEVEL 

HARD

 CATEGORY

MINI-CHALLENGES

Create a pincushion that doubles 
as a breadboard!

 EXPLANATION

Breadboards are great for mak-
ing prototypes of circuits. Find 
out how they connect components 
and conduct electricity by making 
one of your own. 

 HINTS 

Make sure to use conductive fabric with 

very small pieces of fabric.

 COMPONENTS 

Conductive fabric and regular fabric, stuff-
ing, scissors, an iron, regular thread, and 
needle. Electronic components to play 

-
es, resistors, 3V coin cell batteries, wire

 SYSTEMS THINKING SPOTLIGHT 

 
component relationships

01
SOFT CIRCUITS CHALLENGE CARDS

 SAFETY TIPS

Put your safety goggles on. Cutting metal 

material. Soldering irons “spit” sometimes 
as well.

Never use a sharp tool without someone 
else around. 

or which you are uncomfortable using. 
Ask someone for help.

Never use a damaged tool. If a tool is 
damaged, stop using it and tell an adult. 
If no adult is present, then mark the tool 

Make sure that the path around you is clear 
when using sharp tools or soldering irons. It 
is important that people do not bump into 

-

 SOLDERING TIPS

Never touch the end of the soldering iron. 
It is about 600 degrees and will burn you!

Hold wires to be heated with tweezers 
or clamps, not your hands. Wires get 
hot, too.

Always return the soldering iron to its 
stand when not in use. Never put it down 
on your workbench.

Work in a well-ventilated area. Avoid 
breathing any smoke or fumes by keeping 
your head to the side of, not above, 
your work.

Make sure to throw out any solder, wires, 

leave it sitting around.

Be sure to wash your hands after solder-

near your mouth until you do!
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CONTINUITY 
TESTER
 LEVEL 

MEDIUM

 CATEGORY

MINI-CHALLENGES

Create a simple continuity tester 
with a few cheap components 
and a battery.

 EXPLANATION

e-Crafters need a good continuity 

tries to pass a small current through 
the item being tested and the LED 

all according to the resistance of 
the item.

 HINTS 

Be sure to unclip the battery or attach 
the leads to cardboard to stop them from 

your battery if they accidentally touch!

 COMPONENTS 

390 ohm resistor, LED, 9V and battery 
clip, alligator clips, breadboard

 SYSTEMS THINKING SPOTLIGHT 

 
 

dynamics/interconnections

03
FLASH 555
 LEVEL 

HARD

 CATEGORY

MINI-CHALLENGES

cheap components.

 EXPLANATION

Use the timer to help control the 

light.

 HINTS 

Make sure the 555 chip is facing the right 
direction. Look at the little notch at one 
end. That is the top of the chip. Directly to 
the left of that notch is pin number 1.

 COMPONENTS 

NE555 Bipolar Timer, LED, 470K resistor, 
1K resistor, 1uF capacitor, 9V battery

 SYSTEMS THINKING SPOTLIGHT 

balancing feedback loop;  
system dynamics/interconnec-

04
 LEVEL 

EASY

 CATEGORY

EXPLORE COMPONENTS

Using a multimeter and your 
 

 EXPLANATION

can be placed on a surface to see 

that will transmit electricity.

 HINTS 

You will need to put the multimeter in 
Continuity Mode, and it should beep or 
light up when you touch both leads to a 
conductive material.

 COMPONENTS 

Multimeter, various surfaces and materials

 SYSTEMS THINKING SPOTLIGHT 

component relationships;  
system dynamics/interconnections

05
CONDUCTIVITY 
CHALLENGE
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 LEVEL 

EASY

 CATEGORY

EXPLORE COMPONENTS

Use a multimeter to test out  
different switches and buttons to 
see how they work.

 EXPLANATION

You can use a multimeter to test 

through a button or switch.

 HINTS 

You will need to put the multimeter in  
Continuity Mode, and it should beep 
or light up when there is a connection 
between both leads.

 COMPONENTS 

various switches (momentary push-but-
ton switches, SPST and SPDT switches), 
multimeter

 SYSTEMS THINKING SPOTLIGHT 

-

interconnections

SWITCH IT UP
07

 LEVEL 

EASY

 CATEGORY

EXPLORE COMPONENTS

-

 EXPLANATION

The aluminum foil strip is conduc-

energy in the battery to follow. 
The energy follows the path and 
lights up the bulb.

 HINTS 

Start by folding the aluminum foil to make 

up, can you create a switch?

 COMPONENTS 

batteries, aluminum foil about 4” x 12”, 

 SYSTEMS THINKING SPOTLIGHT 

dynamics/interconnections

CONDUCTIVITY 
EXPERIMENT

08
DR. RESEARCH
 LEVEL 

MEDIUM

 CATEGORY

EXPLORE COMPONENTS

multi-colored selection of LEDs. 

 EXPLANATION

works best with which LED colors. 
What about resistors? Can you 

on the brightness of the LED?

 HINTS 

Be careful not to use batteries of a high 
voltage, like 9V, or you may burn out 
your LED.

 COMPONENTS 

resistors, LEDs, coin cell batteries (3-5 volts)

 SYSTEMS THINKING SPOTLIGHT 

component relationships; system 

of system structure

06
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 LEVEL 

MEDIUM

 CATEGORY

EXPLORE COMPONENTS

Create a paper resistor model 
with layers that show how a resis-
tor functions.

 EXPLANATION

use of poor conductors to limit the 

 HINTS 

Be sure to label each part so it is clear 
how each part of the component works.

 COMPONENTS 

paper, pencils, markers or colored  
pencils, tape

 SYSTEMS THINKING SPOTLIGHT 

structure

 LEVEL 

EASY

 CATEGORY

EXPLORE COMPONENTS

Create a paper battery model 
with layers to show how a battery 
functions on the inside.

 EXPLANATION

Batteries turn stored chemical 
energy into electrical energy.

 HINTS 

Be sure to label each part so it is clear 
how each part of the component works.

 COMPONENTS 

paper, pencils, markers or colored  
pencils, tape

 SYSTEMS THINKING SPOTLIGHT 

structure

MODEL 
BATTERY

MODEL 
RESISTOR
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 LEVEL 

MEDIUM

 CATEGORY

EXPLORE COMPONENTS

Create a paper model of a switch 
that will show how the inside of 
an actual switch works.

 EXPLANATION

Switches work by connecting or 
disconnecting parts of a circuit.

 HINTS 

Be sure to label each part so it is clear 
how each part of the component works.

 COMPONENTS 

paper, pencils, markers or colored pen-
cils, tape

 SYSTEMS THINKING SPOTLIGHT 

structure

SWITCH 
MODEL

11
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 LEVEL 

EASY

 CATEGORY

EXPLORE COMPONENTS

-
trical components.

 EXPLANATION

Draw the diagram on one side 
and label the component on the 
other.

 HINTS 

for the component on the back as well.

 COMPONENTS 

paper, pencils, markers or colored pencils

 SYSTEMS THINKING SPOTLIGHT 

ELECTRONIC 
SYMBOLS 
MINI-GAME

14
 LEVEL 

HARD

 CATEGORY

EXPLORE COMPONENTS

Find a simple circuit diagram 
and create a Lego® diagram that 
mimics it.

 EXPLANATION

Find the right Legos® to represent 
each component.

 HINTS 

Can you make a working switch? How 
about multi-Lego battery with layers?

 COMPONENTS 

Legos®, circuit diagrams

 SYSTEMS THINKING SPOTLIGHT 

structure

 LEVEL 

EASY

 CATEGORY

EXPLORE COMPONENTS

Fill in the blanks on a circuit 

components to complete it.

 EXPLANATION

balance of components to func-
tion properly.

 HINTS 

Choose from the bank of listed  
components to complete the circuit.

 COMPONENTS 

circuit diagrams, pen or pencil

 SYSTEMS THINKING SPOTLIGHT 

structure

MISSING 
PARTS

LEGO®

CIRCUITS

1312
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 LEVEL 

MEDIUM

 CATEGORY

EXPLORE COMPONENTS

Create a paper potentiometer 
with paper and a brass fastener 
for the paper “wiper.”

 EXPLANATION

-

so focus on that mechanism.

 HINTS 

Be sure to label each part so it is clear 
how each part of the component works.

 COMPONENTS 

brass fasteners, paper, pencils, markers 
or colored pencils

 SYSTEMS THINKING SPOTLIGHT 

 

structure

PAPER 
POTS

15
 LEVEL 

EASY

 CATEGORY

MICROCONTROLLER CHALLENGES

Set up your breadboard by  
running power and ground to  
both sides.

 EXPLANATION

The two long lines that run down 
the side of each breadboard are 

is for ground. Hooking them up to 
your Arduinio will allow power to 

to you to connect the other side!

 HINTS 

5V is the same as + and GND is the same 
as — on the Arduino and breadboard

 COMPONENTS 

Arduino, breadboard, four pieces of wire

 SYSTEMS THINKING SPOTLIGHT 

relationships

FIRST STEP
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 LEVEL 

EASY

 CATEGORY

MICROCONTROLLER CHALLENGES

Get an LED shining bright on  
your breadboard.

 EXPLANATION

Use the power and ground from 
your Arduino to your bread-
board. Then plug in your LED and 
resistor to light it up.

 HINTS 

Remember, resistors help limit the amount of 
current passing through components. Make 
sure to include it on one side of the LED.

 COMPONENTS 

Arduino, breadboard, 220 ohm resistor, 
LED, wire

 SYSTEMS THINKING SPOTLIGHT 

relationships

LIGHTS ON
17



SOFT CIRCUITS CHALLENGE CARDSSOFT CIRCUITS CHALLENGE CARDS SOFT CIRCUITS CHALLENGE CARDS

SMOOTH  
IT OUT
 LEVEL 

HARD

 CATEGORY

MICROCONTROLLER CHALLENGES

Use a potentiometer to fade  
an LED.

 EXPLANATION

hook up a potentiometer to one 
of the analog inputs. This will be 
used to control the brightness of 
the LED.

 HINTS 

Look at the AnalogIn example that comes 
with Arduino for some help and example 
code.

 COMPONENTS 

Arduino, breadboard, 220 ohm resistor, 
LED, 10k potentiometer, wire

 SYSTEMS THINKING SPOTLIGHT 

-
back loops
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 LEVEL 

MEDIUM

 CATEGORY

MICROCONTROLLER CHALLENGES

 

a custom switch.

 EXPLANATION

Make your own switch from wire 
 

about a boring pushbutton switch!

 HINTS 

Try drawing dark lines on a piece of 

lines touching! The graphite used to draw 
is conductive. Attach your wires to the 
lines with alligator clips. Now, connect the 
two lines together by drawing a third line. 

come up with some of your own.

 COMPONENTS 

Arduino, breadboard, 220 ohm resistor, 
LED, wire, alligator clips

 SYSTEMS THINKING SPOTLIGHT 

-
 

interconnections

LIVE WIRE
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 LEVEL 

MEDIUM

 CATEGORY

MICROCONTROLLER CHALLENGES

Use a momentary pushbutton 
switch to turn on/off an LED.

 EXPLANATION

A switch can help you turn on or 
-

tion. Build the circuit from “Lights 
On” and then insert your switch 
on the power or ground side!

 HINTS 

Make sure the switch is aligned correctly. 
Feel free to experiment with different pins 
on the switch until you get it right!

 COMPONENTS 

Arduino, breadboard, 220 ohm resistor, 
LED, switch, wire

 SYSTEMS THINKING SPOTLIGHT 

structure

SWITCH 
IT UP
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